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Electronic

Management Summary

Marketplaces

Foundation Report 77,
Electronic Marketplaces , was published in November 1990. Its
aim is to provide directors, senior managers in
marketing and purchasing, and senior systems
managers with an understanding of the
potential impact of information technology on
the operation of their marketplaces, and of the
threats and opportunities that this will create.
This document summarises the main management messages arising from our research. The
full report is available only to members of the
Butler Cox Foundation.

life assurance, or teenage mutant turtles. In
some respects, however, they areless efficient.
Suppliers cannot afford to talk directly to every
potential customer: they must use intermediaries, or hit-and-miss advertising campaigns. Customers cannot afford to compare

and efficient in operation. By meeting in one

between suppliers and customers, and introduce
the dynamics of commodity and financial markets
(illustrated in Figure 2) to industry sectors that

The traditional village marketplace was simple

place, sellers could promote their wares to every
potential buyer, and every buyer could compare the offerings of every seller. A few such
marketplacesstill exist, like the one illustrated
in Figure 1.

The majority of today s marketplaces are very

different. They operate on national or international scales, they manage much higher

volumes of trade, and they deal in more
sophisticated products, such as motor cars, or
Figure 1
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A few traditional marketplacesstill exist
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more than a handful of suppliers offerings for
each purchase.

Information technology is now starting to be
applied to the processes of marketing and pur-

chasing, bringing suppliers and customers

together in

electronic marketplaces . These

developments will alter the balance of power
are used to a slower pace of business.

Webelieve that information technology will, in

the near future, affect all aspects of trading
it will assist in the process of identifying
appropriate customers or suppliers, it will
streamline the process of matching specifications to requirements, and it will facilitate
the negotiation and agreement of a deal. The
Figure 2.

Information technology will have a profound
effect on the operation of marketplaces
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combination of all three will lead to the
transformation of a very wide range of markets.

Financial markets have beenthefirst to feel the

effects of this, but the sameprinciples will soon

apply to most sectors, including transport and
travel, manufacturing, retailing, and even localgovernment procurement.

In economic terms, information technology will

move manysectors closer to the concept of a
perfect market . that is, a market in which

all participants are fully informed aboutall
aspects of the market. Today, most markets are
very imperfect, and many suppliers exploit their

customers

lack of information about the

market. To someorganisations, therefore, elec-

tronic markets will pose a serious threat. To
others, they will represent a major opportunity.

The next few years will see the emergence of
three new applications of information technology to marketplaces:

Electronic marketing
the use of information technology to make marketing

more effective.

Electronic purchasing

the use of in-

formation technology to increase purchasing power.
Electronic markets
the linking together
of multiple buyers and multiple sellers.

We believe that senior managers should
understand each of these principal develop-

ments and the resulting changes in the
relationships between buyers and sellers.

Electronic marketing can
strengthen the powerof
suppliers

Information technology can transform market-

ing in several ways. New electronic channels

will makeit easier for customersto place their

orders, and for suppliers to provide up-to-date

product and promotional information. In
Singapore, Shell has recently madeit possible
for householdersto order cylindersofliquefied
petroleum gas, using touch-tone telephones to

key in their account code. Shell can guarantee
delivery within 30 minutes, some three hours
ahead of its competitors.

Similarly, teleshopping schemes enable consumers to place orders for goods and services
from a terminal in their home. Some of the

longest-running schemesare offered as Minitel
services in France; terminals wereinitially given
away by the telephone companyto provide a
directory enquiries service, but private users
can now gain access to services ranging from
home banking to dating agencies.
Large retailers are now evaluating the use

of computer workstations with high-resolution

colour graphics to provide
interactive
brochures and catalogues in stores, especially

for bulky or made-to-orderitems that cannot be
kept in stock. General Motors experiments with
a multimedia brochure for the launch of a new

Buick range resulted in a 20 per cent higher
customer-conversion rate and a 25 per cent
higher average sale value, because the system
encouraged customers to explore the range of
options available.
Electronic marketing does not, however,
require an electronic link with the customer.
The emerging field of precision marketing
involves the use of sophisticated customer
databases to identify potential customers for a
product. G E Capital, which runsthe store credit
cards for a UK-based clothing chain, now has
the capability, for example, to mail a special
promotion to all male storecard holders, aged
between 25 and 35, who have previously bought

asuit from us, but who have not doneso in the

last 12 months.

New customers can be targeted with the aid of
postcode-analysis systems such as CCN s Mosaic
system, which operates in the United Kingdom
and the Netherlands. A map of the south-east
of England, with postcode areas classified by
type of housing,is illustrated in Figure 3. (In the
United Kingdom, one postcode covers an
average of just 20 houses.) Postcodes may also

be classified according to average income,

propensity to buy certain types of product, and
even lifestyle.

The marketing concept of

finding the right

customers for the product
will, however,
increasingly give wayto finding the right pro-

duct for the customer . Information technology

will be used to customise product specifications,
packaging, and price. Some industries have
always operated on a custom-build basis, but the
concept will extend to mass-produced items.

Toyota can now deliver a new car to a Japanese

customer s house within eight working days of

the order being placed, with a choice from 1,500
options.
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The introduction of customised products, packag-

ing, and prices will increase the importance of

yield management. The technique has long been
used by the airlines
the economysection of

a 747 aeroplane comprises 30 or more fare

classes and prices. The airline must adjust the

allocation of seats to those classes to maximise
expected revenue.

The principle

of yield

management will become applicable to many

moreindustries within the next five years. In
Japan, for example, the Seven Eleven chain of
Figure 3.

foodstores makes deliveries to each store three
times a day, and changes whatis offered on the

shelves according to the time of day and the
weather. With the advent of electronic shelf
labelling

computer-controlled price displays

that replace conventional shelf price labels

supermarketswill be able to vary prices during

the day to even out peak loading problems. One
of the commercial systems being tested in the
United States and Europe is pictured in
Figure 4, overleaf.

The Mosaic databaseclassifies all postcodes according to type of housing

Types of housing:

Il Prosperous pensioners

Il Leafy suburbs

HB Semi-detached housing
® Older communities
BB Singles
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BiPoorer council housing

WlOlder council-house tenants

MiProsperous council-housetenants

BiYoung owneroccupiers

Rural
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Figure 4

Electronic shelf tagging will ultimately make
it possible for supermarketprices to be

Figure 5

varied according to the time of day

Electronic purchasing changes the
boundary between strategic and
spot purchasing

Incidental |
Spot purchasing
Importance

of purchase

Critical

Specific

Requirements

Standard

can be heavily skewed. For example, a major

airline has recently movedto just-in-time order-

ing of aircraft spare parts, using electronic data

interchange. The suppliers have had to set up

depots close to the airline s maintenance
establishment to meet its new delivery time-

scales.

(Source: Retail Electronics Limited)

Electronic purchasing can
strengthen the power of
customers

\

Before suppliers get too excited about the

possibilities for electronic marketing, they need
to be aware of the changes that information
technology will bring to the purchasing process. For if electronic marketing strengthens

the hand of the supplier, electronic purchasing

will strengthen the hand of the customer. As
Figure illustrates, there are two categories of
purchasing
strategic and spot
and

information technology will have an impact on
each in different ways and will shift the
boundary between them.

Strategic purchasing occurs when the product
(or service)is so vital to the customer s business,
or so specific to the customer s requirements,
that long-term relationshipsare established with
suppliers. Price, provided that it is not out of

line with the market, is often less important

than continuity of supply, quality, and timeliness of delivery. Electronic links can be used
to tighten these relationships, and where the
purchaseris the larger operation, the benefits

Information technology is also beginning to
make an impact on spot purchasing (where the

purchaser compares the offers of different

suppliers each time a purchase is made). By
reducing the cost of search and by providing

easier connections to a greater number of

potential suppliers,

information technology

enables customers to increase their purchasing

power dramatically. The insurance sector has
felt the impact of this already: quotation

systems mean that brokers can compare
quotations from 10 insurers as easily as from

two, and the main beneficiary is the customer.
Product-locator systems are another example
the US-based Inventory Locator Service helps
airlines to locate stocks of specific aircraft parts
at short notice.

Electronic purchasingis no longerrestricted to
packaged or standard-specification goods. Form-

trac is a purchasing service for business

stationery, recently introduced by AT&T ISTEL
in the United Kingdom. Figure 6 shows how the
system operates: large corporations or independent agents enter their requirements into

the system and are immediately advised which
print suppliers have the capability to meet them.

The user can then send an electronic invitation

to quote to all, or to selected, suppliers.
Responses are ranked in order of price and
displayed to the user, who may then order the
goods via the system.
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A new electronic purchasing system
facilitates quoting for printed stationery

a
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advantage by displaying its own flights first. The

1 Customer keys in specification
2 System lists potential suppliers
3 Customer sends invitation to quote
to selected suppliers

4 Suppliers quote in standard

format

cD

eee

i

5 System compares quotations

6 Customer transmits order
7 Administrative and management
functions are completed

Aselectronic links reduce the cost of searching
and matching, it will become easier for

customers to switch suppliersif prices cease to

be competitive. Many strategic purchasing
relationshipsarejustified by the cost that a new
supplier incurs in tooling-up to manufacture a
particular item or in becoming acquainted with
the customer s administrative requirements,
and by the consequent delays involved in
changing suppliers. However, the use of computer-aided design and computer-aided manufacturing, and the increasing ease with which
engineering drawings and machinetool control
programscanbe distributed over the telephone
line, are removing these barriers.

Electronic markets will link

multiple suppliers and
customers

Electronic markets may be defined as electronic
links that bring together multiple buyers and
sellers.

The next five years will see the

emergenceof electronic markets in a wide range
of industry sectors. One of the ways in which
such markets will be created is via a con-

vergence of electronic marketing and electronic
purchasing.
Electronic sales channels, for example, will

evolve from single-supplier channels to multiple-

supplier channels. When United Airlines
providedtravel agents with direct access to its
reservations system, the airline gained a big
competitive advantage, but it was not long
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before it was forced (by the introduction of
American Airlines competitive Sabre system)
to allow travel agents to book seats on other
airlines through the same system. Regulations
have now outlawedits attempts to retain some
implication is that supplier organisations that
are still locking their customersin by providing
them with terminals (as UK pharmaceutical

distributors do), or those that are considering

doing so, must anticipate being forced into
multisupplier links in due course. In other
words, electronic sales channels can and will
evolve into electronic purchasing channels.
Conversely, electronic purchasing systemswill
start to accommodateelectronic marketing. The
operator of the system maysell advertising slots

on users screens, and because the whole
mediumis electronically controlled, these messages can be personalised to each user. Prodigy,

the home-shopping system ownedjointly by IBM
and Sears, features advertising windowswithin
other information screens. Electronic pur-

chasing systems may permit ad hoc offers as

well as invitations to quote. Consider this
possibility: a printer s forward schedule indi-

cates a one-day gap between two, large, four-

part, continuousstationery runs. It would be far
more economicalto do a similar smaller job for
that period than to accept alternative business,
so via the electronic purchasing system, he

communicates a limited special price to all

buyers connectedto the system. Previously, the
effort involved in telephoningall his customers
would have been too great. This example

demonstrates that electronic markets are not as
one-sided as they may at first seem.
Electronic markets can also be set up as such
from the start. Any party with sufficient capital
andinfrastructure can establish the market; it
may be the government, a value-added network
supplier, an industry body, or a group of
intermediaries. There are also opportunities for
entrepreneurs; an organisation called Marketel
in California, whose experience is described
overleaf in Figure 7, is attempting to establish
an electronic market in travel facilities.
Large, decentralised organisations, especially

those with multiple manufacturing sites and

sales outlets, are starting to establish internal

electronic markets. They have found that poor

flow of information, or unbalanced purchasing
powerbetweensubsidiaries, has allowed third
parties to buy from onepart of the organisation
and sell to another part, with a mark-up in

ol

Figure 6
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Figure 7

A start-up company in the United States

plans to establish an electronic market
in travel facilities

Marketel International Inc is a start-up company based
in San Francisco, whose aim is to establish a true

electronic marketin travel facilities. The idea is that
would-betravellers will enter bids into Marketel s
trading system, indicating their requirements and the
price that they are prepared to pay. An example bid
might be: l wishto fly from Los Angeles to Hong Kong
between 27 and 29 January, and | am prepared to pay
up to $400 for a seat . These bids will be matched to
offers placed on Marketel s trading system by travel
suppliers such asairlines and hotels. The likelihood of a
particular bid being successful depends on how realistic
it is, but also on the load factors of the suppliers. Many
major travel operators now employ sophisticated yieldmanagementsystems, so if demand is low on a
particular day, it can pay them to accept a low bid.

According to William S Perell, senior vice-president of
Marketel, the system would offer benefits to both
suppliers and customers. The customer gets the
possibility of paying a lower price in return for accepting
the burden of increasing uncertainty
both uncertainty
of success and uncertainty of the supplier brand.
Suppliers get the chance to generate additional marginal
revenue, without having to publish reduced prices.
Marketel hopes to have the system operational during
1991.

between.

Establishing internal electronic

markets not only improves the flowof information, but encourages better matching of
supply and demandthrough price fluctuations.
In somecases, these internal markets have been
extended outside the organisation, and may
even handle competitors products.

Information technology
changes the dynamics
of markets
Once markets start to function electronically,
however, their dynamicsstart to change. The
best evidence for this lies in the financial
markets and commodities exchanges, where
tradingis increasingly supported by information
technology.

Information technology substantially widens

markets in several ways. First, it extends the
reach of markets, both in space andtime: global,
24-hour trading is becoming a reality. New
players can enter the market without a large

sales force. It also becomeseasier to introduce

new products into a market, or even to create
whole new markets by cloning the supporting
systems. The Pacific Stock Exchangeis in the
process of establishing a market in computer

chip futures
the first example of such trading
in a manufactured product.

Undoubtedly, the most dramatic effect is to

increase the responsiveness and volatility of the
markets, sometimes with drastic consequences.
There are some salutary warnings for other
emerging electronic markets. Information
technology can undoubtedly increase the flow
of information in a market, to the good of the

economyas a whole, but a market can become

uncoupled from reality. Foreign exchangerates
should reflect the economic strength of a
country, as measured, for example, by its
current account balance, and they mostly did

so from the time when currencies were first

floated in the early 1970s until the mid-1980s.
Since then, the market has becomeso volatile
that the movements in some currencies bear

little or no relation to the economic measures.

Electronic markets therefore hold the potential

both to benefit and to damage the economy as

a whole. As they become more widespread, so
will calls for regulation.

Businesses need to review
their competitive strategy
The

principal developments in

electronic

marketplaces are summarised in Figure 8. In

addition to assessing the threats and opportunities that each of these developmentsrepresents,
organisations need to conduct a more general
review of their relationships with their markets.
First, they need to re-evaluate the basis of
competition under which they operate. Several

of the trends identified will result in greater

price competition, and in some cases, are
already doing so. Staying out of a major
electronic market is an option that is open to
only a few of the biggest players, and to those
with a unique offering. A more subtle way of
achieving the samegoalis to attempt to change

the basis of competition

to after-salesservice,

or to visual design, for example.

Survivinginside the electronic market(the only
option for most players) requires one of four
strategies. Thefirst is to compete on price, using
information technology and other techniques to
reduce overall cost levels. The second is to
emphasise factors other than price, which can
be a way of competing within the market as well
as of staying outside it. The third is to find

niches within the market that can be exploited,

and to concentrate on those nichesin the hope
of dominating them. The fourth is to compete
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on responsiveness. Thisis slightly different from

Organisations also need to review the set of

and offerings to maximise revenue, often ona

functions that they perform internally. Thelast
two decades have witnessed a fashion for

Purchasingrelationships should be re-evaluated.

is based; with electronic purchasing, it becomes
easier to ensure continuity of supply and to buy

competing on price

it means adjusting prices

dynamicbasis, depending on whatis happening
in the market. New information technology
tools make this possible.
Purchasers should exploit strategic relationships
more fully, by increasing the exchangeof information. Spot purchasing should be made
more competitive, to improve purchasing
power. Opportunities should be identified for
introducing competition into strategic
purchasing.
Figure 8

Electronic marketplaces take several
different forms

An electronic sales channel strengthens the link between
a supplier and customer, to the principal benefit of the
supplier.

Suppliers

Customers

Electronic marketing techniques enable a supplier to tailor
his offer to individual customers requirements.

Suppliers

Customers

Electronic data interchange enables a customer to gain
more from a strategic purchasing relationship.
Suppliers

Customers

vertical integration. New developments in
electronic marketplaces undermine several of
the assumptions on which vertical integration
at better prices from other organisations. This
may actually favour disintegration.

Therole for business intermediaries may change
enormously. Those who thrive because of
inefficiencies in the market (probably the
majority) face the prospect of disintermediation
when a supplier uses electronic
channels to sell directly to his end customers.

On the other hand, those who genuinely add

value to a product or service may gain from
electronic marketplaces, and encroach on the
traditional territory of neighbours in the supply

chain, as food supermarkets have done by

taking responsibility for distribution away from
food manufacturers. Figure 9, overleaf, shows
how electronic marketplaces make new
strategies possible, based on the structure of the
value chain.

In reviewing their functions, organisations also
need to look out for new business opportunities
presented by electronic marketplaces, such as
the opportunity to become the market maker,
or to provide new services within the market,
such as market research information or valueadded services.

Systems departments should
prepare for electronic
marketplaces

Information systemsare a critical factor in an

An electronic purchasing system allows the customer to
compare more suppliers at lower cost.

Suppliers

Customers

organisation s ability to compete in electronic

marketplaces. The systems department has an

important, but difficult, role to play. (The full
implications for the systems department are
discussedin detail in the main report.) It cannot

lead the business into electronic marketplaces,
but it must ensure that the business is well

positioned to exploit their potential, when the

A true electronic market connects multiple suppliers and

customers on a reasonably even footing.
Suppliers
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decision to go in is taken.

This will entail a thorough review of internal
systems, to ensure that they can support
participation in electronic marketplaces and to
anticipate any problems that mayarise if they
have to be extended outside the organisation.
It also means adopting a
market facing
philosophy for all new systems development,

A Management Summary
Figure 9

Electronic marketplaces make new business strategies possible, based on the structure of the
value chain
Existing

value chain

Vertical
disintegration

Vertical
integration

Disintermediation

Encroachment

Business
unit

Business
unit

Business
unit

ie

if
i

paying particular attention to four main
factors
interworking, responsiveness,
security, and robustness.
The best way in which the systems department
can help its organisation to capitalise on the

potential of electronic marketplacesis to seek

to form a strategic partnership with the market-

ing or purchasing department. This is both to

ensure that decision makersare fully informed
of the possibilities for electronic marketplaces,
andto justify the large infrastructure costs that
such applications may entail.

Electronic marketplace applications will also
require new approachesto systems implementation. They will require new, flexible tools
to facilitate rapid market analyses and the
development of new information-based products. Extending applications outside the
organisation will place new demands on the

design of user interfaces and the provision

of user support. Finally, electronic marketplaces will dictate a new approachto the value
of information itself, requiring information
relating to trading to be preserved in detail for
possible future analysis and exploitation.

Electronic
Marketplaces
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The Butler Cox Foundation

The Butler Cox Foundation is a service for senior
managersresponsible for information managementin
major enterprises. It providesinsight and guidance to

help them to manage information systems and

technology more effectively for the benefit of their
organisations.

The Foundation carries out a programme of syndicated research that focuses on the business implications of information systems, and on the management

of the information systems function, rather than on

the technologyitself. It distributes a range of publications to its members that includes Research Reports,
Management Summaries, Directors Briefings, and

Position Papers. It also arranges events at which
memberscan meet and exchange views, such as conferences, management briefings, research reviews,

study tours, and specialist forums.

Membership of the Foundation
The Foundationis the world s leading programme of
its type. The majority of subscribers are large organi-

sations seeking to exploit to the full the most recent

developmentsin information technology. The membership is international, with more than 400 organisations from over 20 countries, drawn from all sectors
of commerce, industry, and government. This gives

the Foundation a unique capability to identify and
communicate

best practice

between industry

sectors, between countries, and between IT suppliers
and users.
Benefits of membership
Thelist of members establishes the Foundation as
the largest and most prestigious club for systems
managers anywhere in the world. Members have
commented on the following benefits:
The publications are terse, thought-provoking,

informative, and easy to read. They delivera lot
of message in a minimum of precious reading
time.

Theeventscombineaccessto the world s leading
thinkers andpractitioners with the opportunity
to meet and exchange views with professional
counterparts from different industries and
countries.

The Foundation represents a network of systems
practitioners, with the power to connect
individuals with commonconcerns.

Combined with the manager s owncreativity and
business knowledge, Foundation membership
contributes to managerial success.
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